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This study investigates the impacts of height (H) and porosity (P) on the structural
properties of wind-driven sand flux in vertical sunflower straw sand-obstacles. We
conducted an experiment on sand transport within barriers of various
configurations within a 1 m proximity to the surface. In tandem, we monitored
wind velocity and direction within the barriers, analyzed total sand transport rate,
sand-blocking effects, and cumulative sediment transport rate heights for various
parameter configurations, and devised a best sand transport flux model for use
within the sand-obstacle. The efficacy of vertical sunflower stalk sand-obstacles in
mitigating sand movement has been demonstrated to fall within the range of
37.26%–92.31%. This study reveals a significant correlation between barrier height
and porosity in achieving this effect (p < 0.05). High and densely configured sand-
obstacles lead to an accumulation of intercepted sandmaterial in front of the front
row of the sand-obstacle. In contrast, low and sparsely arranged sand-obstacles
exhibit a delayed state of sand material accumulation. Furthermore, with an
increase in the height of the obstacle and a decrease in porosity, there is a
diminishing trend in the sand transport rate within the obstacle. Concurrently, the
height of sand transport within the barrier exhibits an upward trend. A three-
parameter exponential function has been employed to more precisely simulate
the wind-sand flow structure characteristics within a 1-m height range of the
barrier. These research findings contribute to an enhanced understanding of the
impact of different vertical sand-obstacle configurations on near-surface wind-
driven sand transport patterns in active desert areas. Moreover, they furnish both
theoretical underpinnings and practical guidance for the scientific configuration of
vertical sand-obstacles.
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1 Introduction

Influenced by harsh climatic conditions, including drought, high temperatures, windy
weather, and minimal precipitation, the Ulan Buh Desert has become a hotspot for intensive
sand movement. The region, a significant sediment source for the Ningxia-Inner Mongolia
Reach of the Yellow River (LI et al., 2016), adversely impacts local ecology and commerce.
Moreover, the Ulan Buh Desert forms a crucial part of the agro-pastoral interlacing zone in
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the middle reaches of the Yellow River (WANG and CHUN, 2022).
Nestled within the Hetao Plain, this area, with its ample sunlight and
effective irrigation and drainage systems, serves as an ideal
environment for agricultural production. The research area,
situated within an agricultural region abundant with crops,
especially sunflower and maize, yields plentiful straw resources
(HE, 2001). However, these resources often remain underutilized,
with farmers discarding these “crop wastes” or using them for fuel,
contributing to resource wastage and environmental pollution.
Research reveals that crop straws, particularly sunflower straws,
rich in pectin and cellulose, enhance the resilience and longevity of
sand-obstacles (ZHAO et al., 2011). Utilizing straw to create sand-
obstacles can reduce pollution from burning and achieve the
purposes of waste recycling, controlling sand-laden wind, and
fertilizing soil; it is, therefore, an ideal raw material for sand-
obstacle construction.

Straw sand-obstacles have seen wide application in Chinese
desert areas (DONG, 2005) and present promising development
prospects (CHANG et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2016;
LU, 2020). Recent studies show that straw sand-obstacles canmodify
the spatial structure of the underlying surface and increase near-
surface roughness. This approach subsequently provides significant
protective effects. (HAN Xueying et al., 2021). The protective
efficacy of sand-obstacles made from different crop straws, such
as reeds, sunflowers, and corn, will exhibit variations (WANG et al.,
2013). Similarly, disparities in protective effects may also arise from
differing structural types and configurations (Rui et al., 2010; LIU
et al., 2016). Despite extensive research on straw sand-obstacles,
their impact on near-surface sand transport characteristics under
different barrier heights and porosity configurations remains less
explored (CHANG et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 2004; Rui et al., 2010;
WANG et al., 2013; LIU et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; LU, 2020;
HAN Xueying et al., 2021). Prior studies suggest that a two-
parameter exponential function can represent the wind-blown
sand flow structure within straw sand-obstacles (Rui et al., 2010;
WANG et al., 2013; LIU et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; HAN
Xueying et al., 2021). Existing research indicates that the dual-
parameter exponential function can most accurately represent the
structure of wind-borne sand flow near surface of quicksand area
(KANG et al., 2017). The presence of a barrier can alter wind energy,
particle size distribution, creeping, saltation, and suspended sand
transport content, consequently modifying the wind-blown sand
flow structure through the barrier (ZHANG et al., 2002; ZHOU
et al., 2014; Liu and Bo, 2019). Therefore, to more precisely
characterize the sand transport patterns and wind-borne sand
flow structures within vertical straw sand-obstacles, further
exploration of the sand flux model is warranted.

This study aims to explore the wind-blown sand transport and
surface erosion/deposition characteristics within differently
configured vertical sunflower straw sand-obstacles (i.e., barrier
height—H, porosity—P), composed of sunflower straw, a
prevalent agricultural waste in the region. The paper elucidates
the mechanism underlying the effects of height and porosity of
vertical sunflower stalk band-shaped sand-obstacles on the patterns
of near-surface sand transport. It also establishes the optimal sand
transport flux models within the structure of sand-laden wind in the
barriers. The purpose is to unveil the patterns of near-surface sand
material movement within differently configured vertical sunflower

stalk sand-obstacles. This research aims to provide theoretical
support and practical guidance for regional sand prevention and
control engineering measures, realizing a win-win situation between
agricultural waste resource utilization and desertification control.

2 Research methods

2.1 Description of the research area

The study site is located on the northeastern fringes of the Ulan
Buh Desert, approximately 21 km upstream of the reservoir area on
the left bank of the Sanshenggong Conservancy Hub of the Yellow
River. More precisely, it is within the Liuguai Shatou Wind-blown
Sand Observatory (40°14′12″, 106°50′25″) in the Alashan Left
Banner of the Alashan League, a part of the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region, as depicted in Figure 1. The area
experiences a mid-temperate continental monsoon climate
characterized by abundant heat and scarce rainfall, with an
average annual temperature of 7°C–8°C and precipitation of
approximately 140.3 mm. The region experiences an annual
evaporation of 2,380.6 mm and receives about 3,200 h of sunlight
per year. The local sand-laden wind velocity typically ranges
between 5 m/s and 10 m/s (Figure 2), with an average wind
velocity of 4.8 m/s and more than 200 instances of wind velocity
surpassing 5 m/s annually. Apart from July and October, the
dominant wind direction for the rest of the year is from the
west, northwest, and southwest (Figure 2). During spring and
winter, when sand movement is potent, the wind direction is
primarily from the west and northwest (Figure 2). The average
number of windy days per year ranges from 10 to 32 days, while the
average number of sand-laden wind days is between 75 and 79 days.
The terrain is predominantly characterized by a chain of crescent-
shaped sand dunes oriented northwest-southeast.

2.2 Experiment design

2.2.1 Sand-obstacle sample deployment
The processed sunflower stalks were arranged according to the

combined configurations of barrier height and porosity, resulting in
a total of 9 configurations of vertical sunflower stalk sand-obstacles
(Table 1). The sunflower straw sand-obstacles were positioned on
the mid-slope of the sand dunes according to these configuration
parameters (Figure 1). Moreover, during the deployment of vertical
belt-shaped sand-obstacles, the direction of deployment was
perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction, with each
configuration deployed over six rows, each 6 m long (Figure 3).
As depicted in Figure 3, a shallow gully was initially dug in the
ground to insert the prepared sunflower straw. An engineering line
was then used to ensure a consistent height from the ground at each
sample site, adjusted as necessary. Finally, the gully was filled
with sand.

2.2.2 Wind-blown sand observation
As shown in Figure 4, field wind-blown sand observations were

conducted in April 2021, coinciding with the local season of intense
sand activity. Three wind events were recorded, with average wind
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speeds of 6.4 m/s, 7.3 m/s, and 9.7 m/s. The observed wind speeds
fell within the 5 m/s-10 m/s range, which is typical for sand-laden
winds in the region, ensuring the timeliness of the observation
results.

A small weather station was deployed in the center of the
observation site. Wind speed sensors were placed at four
different heights (0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 m) around the weather station,
and a wind direction sensor was set at a height of 2 m. Wind
speed data was recorded every 20 s, and average values were logged

every 5 minutes by the data collector, with the total observation
duration being 3 h.

Vertical rotating sand samplers were deployed in the center of
both the sand-obstacle and bare dune sites to measure sand
transport (Figure 2). Each sand sampler was 100 cm tall,
contained 50 gathering sand boxes vertically arranged, with each
sand entrance measuring 2 cm × 2 cm. Based on wind speed during
the observation period, the observation time was set to 3 h to prevent
the collected sand material from reaching or exceeding the capacity

FIGURE 1
Diagram illustrating the research area location.

FIGURE 2
Monthly wind velocity and direction in the research area for 2021.
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of the gathering sand boxes. After the observation period, the sand
material collected in each gathering sand box was sealed in bags and
taken back to the laboratory for stratified weighing using a 0.01 g
electronic scale.

Erosion/deposition measurements were conducted using the
array insertion rod method. As shown in Figure 3, the
measuring rods were made of steel wire and were 100 cm in
length. The rods were inserted perpendicularly into the ground,
leaving 50 cm exposed above and below the surface. Within the
sand-obstacle plot, three columns and 51 rows were arranged
with a spacing of 100 cm between columns and 20 cm between
rows. For the bare sand plot, three columns and 26 rows were
arranged with a spacing of 100 cm between columns and 40 cm
between rows.

2.3 Evaluation indicators

2.3.1 Sand transport rate
The sand transport rate is defined as the total amount of sand

transported per unit of time by each layer of the sand trap within the
wind-blown sand sampler (ZHOU et al., 2014). This metric is often
used to determine the activity level of wind-blown sand movement
during sand observations (WANG et al., 2008). The formula for its
calculation is as follows:

Q � ∑n

k�1
qn
AΔt( ) (1)

Wherein: Q represents the sand transport rate(g/(cm2·min)); Δt
represents the total duration of the observation (min); A represents
the cross-sectional area of the sand inlet (2Χ2 cm2); qn represents the
sand transport amount (g) collected in the ‘n’th gathering sand box
at the vertical height of the sand sampler, where n = 1, 2, 50.

2.3.2 Sand prevention effect
The sand prevention effect serves as a widely acknowledged

indicator of the protective efficacy of sand-obstacles (MENG et al.,
2014). It quantifies the percentage reduction in sand transport
within the barrier compared to that of bare sand. The formula is
as follows:

F � qCK−qSD
qCK

× 100% (2)

Wherein: F signifies the sand prevention effect (%); qCK denotes
the sand transport amount (g) collected by the sand sampler within
the control sample site, while qSD denotes the sand transport amount
(g) gathered by the sand sampler within the sand-obstacle
sample site.

2.3.3 Height of the cumulative sediment transport
rate

Cumulative sediment transport rate height refers to the height
range representing a specific proportion of the sand transport rate to
the total sand transport rate. For instance, a 50% cumulative
sediment transport rate height is the altitude at which the sand
transport rate attains 50% of the total sand transport rate. This index
reflects the cumulative variation characteristics of the sand transport
amount within the sand-laden wind structure, and is commonly
used to measure changes in the sand-laden wind structure (WANG
et al., 2008). In this study, four cumulative sediment transport rate
heights, namely, 50%, 70%, 80%, and 90%, were selected as
evaluation indicators.

2.3.4 Fitting function model for sand transport
fluxes

Sand transport fluxs characterizes the distribution of sand content
per unit of time and per unit of area at different heights within a vertical
height of 1 m above the ground. in wind-blown sand flow structures
remains a point of ongoing discussion within the research community.
Widely utilized fitting functions to accurately depict near-surface wind-
blown sand flow structures include the two-parameter exponential
function (Eq. 3), the three-parameter exponential function (Eq. 4), the
two-parameter power function (Eq. 5), and the two-parametermodified
power function (Eq. 6) (Ellis et al., 2009; LIU et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2016;
TANG et al., 2021).

q z( ) � a1e
−z/b1 (3)

q z( ) � c1 + a2e
−z/b2 (4)

q z( ) � a3z
−b3 (5)

q z( ) � a4 z + 1( )−b4 (6)

TABLE 1 Configuration parameters of sand-obstacles.

S/N Barrier height (H)/cm Porosity (P)/% Line spacing (R)/m

1 20 40 2

2 50 2

3 60 2

4 30 40 2

5 50 2

6 60 2

7 40 40 2

8 50 2

9 60 2
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Wherein: q(z) represents the sand transport rate(g/(cm2·min)); z
represents the height of the center of the wind-blown sand sampler inlet
from the surface (cm); a, b and c represent model fitting coefficients.

In this research, the measured data of wind-blown sand flow
structures were individually fitted to the aforementioned functions.

A fitting correlation coefficient R2 less than 80% signaled an
unsuccessful fitting (MENG et al., 2014). The Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) was used to assess the fitting performance of each
function. A lower AIC value indicates superior model fitting (YAN
et al., 2022). It is calculated as follows:

FIGURE 3
Experimental layout diagram.
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AIC � n ln ∑n

k�1 qk − q̂k( )2[ ] + 2p (7)

Wherein: n signifies the number of sand traps for the rotating
wind-blown sand sampler (50 in total); qk is the sand transport
rate(g/(cm2·min))measured by the wind-blown sand sampler in the
k-layer; q̂k represents the estimated sand transport rate(g/
(cm2·min)) fitted to the model; p represents the number of
parameters in the fitted model.

2.3.5 Erosion and deposition rate (E/D rate)
Quantifying the depth and intensity of surface erosion and

deposition serves as a standard method for determining erosion
parameters (WEI et al., 2023). The calculation formulas are as follows:

h � h0 − h1 (8)
r � h

Δt (9)

Wherein: h denotes the erosion/deposition depth (cm); h0
represents the initial depth of the measuring rod (cm); h1 is the
depth of the measuring rod after a wind event (cm); Δt stands for the
total observation duration (h). r represents the erosion/deposition
rate (cm/h). When r >0, it indicates deposition; when r = 0, it
signifies equilibrium between erosion and deposition; and when
r <0, it signals wind erosion.

3 Result analysis

3.1 Variability of the sand transport rate

As illustrated in Figure 5, the sand transport rates in bare sand
and sand-obstacles ranged from 0.15 to 0.77 g/(cm2·min) and

0.02–0.47 g/(cm2·min), respectively, at desert wind velocities of
6.4 m/s to 9.7 m/s. The sand-obstacles markedly reduced near-
surface sand transport, ranging from 38.68% to 92.31%.
Additionally, the sand transport rates in both bare sand and
sand-obstacles elevated with the increase in wind velocity.
Notably, variation was observed in the sand transport rate within
each sand-obstacle.

As shown in Figure 6, with 40% porosity as the baseline, an
increase in porosity by 1.25 times results in an average sand
transport rate increase of 28.57%. An increase in porosity by

FIGURE 4
Wind velocity and direction during the observation period. (A): Wind speed 6.4 m/s, (B): Wind speed 7.3 m/s, (C): Wind speed 9.7 m/s.

FIGURE 5
Variability of the sand transport rate with sand-obstacle
Configuration at different wind velocities.
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1.5 times leads to an average sand transport rate increase of 57.14%.
Significant differences exist in sand transport rates with different
porosities (p < 0.05). It is evident that as porosity increases, the sand
transport rate will multiply.

As illustrated in Figure 7, with a baseline height of 20 cm, a 1.5-
fold increase in barrier height leads to an average reduction in sand
transport rate of 47.82%. A twofold increase in barrier height results
in an average reduction of 52.17%. There are significant differences
in sand transport rates between 20 cm barriers and 30 cm and 40 cm
barriers (p < 0.05). This indicates that when the barrier height
increases to 30 cm or above, the reduction in sand transport rate
becomes more gradual.

3.2 Vertical distribution characteristics of the
sand transport rates within the barrier

To clarify the relationship between sand particle concentration and
height within different sand-obstacles at various wind speeds, an analysis
was conducted on the cumulative sediment transport rate height at 50%,
70%, 80%, and 90% with changes in wind speed and sand-obstacle
configuration. The results are showcased in Figure 8. The sand flow due

to wind on the underlying surface of bare sand is predominantly surface
transport, with 90% of the sand transport occurring within a height
range of 0–10 cm across all wind velocities. Moreover, as desert wind
velocity increases, the height of sand transport.

With an increase in the height of the sand-obstacle, both 50%
and 70% Cumulative sediment transport rate heights exhibit an
upward trend (p < 0.05), whereas the 80% and 90% Cumulative
sediment transport rate heights reveal no noticeable change (p >
0.1). As the porosity increases, the heights of 50%, 70%, 80%, and
90% Cumulative sediment transport rate all demonstrate a declining
trend, with highly significant differences in the 50% and 70% levels
(p < 0.01), significant differences at 80% (p < 0.05), and no
significant differences at 90% (p > 0.05). As the wind speed
escalates from 6.3 m/s to 9.7 m/s, the 50% and 70% Cumulative
sediment transport rate heights rise respectively, with the 50%
increase more pronounced, from 2.34 to 7.14 cm to
6.34–14.88 cm, while the 80% levels decline from 16.14 to
36.00 cm to 13.00–33.00 cm. Consequently, when the sand-
obstacle is configured to be higher and denser, near-surface sand
material exhibits a stronger tendency to move upward within the
70%, and this upward trend becomes more conspicuous as the wind
speed increases.

FIGURE 6
Variability of the sand transport rate with porosity at different wind velocities. (A): Barrier Height 20 cm, (B): Barrier Height 30 cm, and (C): Barrier
Height 40 cm.

FIGURE 7
Variability of the sand transport rate with barrier height at different wind velocities. (A): 40% Porosity, (B): 50% Porosity, and (C): 60% Porosity.
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3.3 Near-surface sand transport flux model
within the barrier

To study the optimal sand transport flux model within 1 m near
the surface under the interference of a sand-obstacle on flowing sand
dunes, we applied dual-parameter exponential functions, triple-
parameter exponential functions, dual-parameter power
functions, and dual-parameter modified power functions to fit
the sand flux in nine sand-obstacle plots under three different
wind speeds. These are detailed in Figure 9. As Table 2 indicates,
out of 108 fitting attempts, eight were unsuccessful. The two-
parameter exponential function encountered the highest failure
rate, whereas the three-parameter exponential function
experienced the least. In terms of fitting correlation (R2), all four
functions provided good fits, with the three-parameter exponential
function demonstrating the best fit. According to the AIC values, the
three-parameter exponential function deviates least from the true
value and is significantly smaller than the other three fitted models.

Consequently, the three-parameter exponential function is the most
accurate model for wind and sand flux within a 1 m height. For
instance, we used the three-parameter exponential function to
analyze the sand transport flux characteristics of various sand-
obstacle configurations.

The coefficient a characterizes the Creeping sediment transport
rate within the sand-laden flow (SHI et al., 2020; YAN et al., 2022;
WEI et al., 2023). As shown in Tables 3, 4, it was found that an
average increase rate in a values of 107% and 235% for a 1.25-fold
and 1.5-fold increase in porosity, respectively. As porosity increased,
the a value rose exponentially. In contrast, the average decrease rate
in a values was 53% and 61%; the average decrease rate exhibited a
1.5-fold and 2-fold increase in barrier height, respectively. The a
value displayed an insignificant downward trend with increasing
barrier height. These results suggest that changes in the creeping
sand transport rate are more pronounced with porosity than barrier
height, indicating that porosity has the most significant effect on the
creeping sand transport rate. At wind velocities of 7.3 m/s and

FIGURE 8
Graphical representation of the cumulative sediment transport rate with respect to height for each sand-obstacle configuration. (A): Barrier Height
20 cm, (B): Barrier Height 30 cm, and (C): Barrier Height 40 cm. Notes: Figures 8A1–C1: 6.4 m/s wind velocity; Figures 8A2–C2: 7.3 m/s wind velocity;
Figures 8A3–C3: 9.7 m/s wind velocity.
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FIGURE 9
Four function fits for the wind-blown sand flow structure within the H20 cm-P40% configuration sand-obstacle under 6.4 m/s wind velocity. (A):
Two-parameter exponential function, (B): Three-parameter exponential function, (C): Two-parameter power function, (D): Two-parameter modified
power function.

TABLE 2 Results of the sand transport rate fitting for four functional models.

Fitting model Number of failed fits/Number of fits R2 Average R2 AIC Average AIC

Two-parameter Exponential Function 3/27 0.877–0.995 0.960 −653.789~-56.109 −434.613

Three-parameter Exponential Function 1/27 0.869–0.997 0.969 −663.788~-345.087 −507.217

Two-parameter Power Function 2/27 0.809–0.978 0.915 −654.775~-288.454 −430.430

Two-parameter Modified Power Function 2/27 0.841–0.990 0.932 −670.697~-235.212 −433.379

TABLE 3 Variation of the a coefficient with porosity at various wind velocities.

Sand-obstacle
Configuration

6.4 m/s 7.3 m/s 9.7 m/s

a Value Increase rate (%) a Value Increase rate (%) a Value Increase rate (%)

H20 cm P40% 0.016 — 0.08 — 0.121 —

P50% 0.042 163 0.139 74 0.176 46

P60% 0.064 300 0.196 145 0.225 86

H30 cm P40% 0.012 — 0.034 0.024 —

P50% 0.021 75 0.071 109 0.051 113

P60% 0.037 208 0.103 203 0.103 329

H40 cm P40% 0.011 — 0.021 0.019 —

P50% 0.018 64 0.065 210 0.041 116

P60% 0.028 155 0.093 343 0.084 342
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9.7 m/s, the increase rate in creeping sand transport rates between
sand-obstacles with different porosities tends to rise with increasing
barrier height. This suggests that the difference in creeping sand
transport rates within sand-obstacles of varying porosity becomes
more significant as barrier height increases when wind velocity is
higher.

The b coefficient is commonly used to illustrate the attenuation
rate of sand concentration with height. Smaller b values suggest
slower attenuation, while larger b values indicate faster attenuation
(SHI et al., 2020; YAN et al., 2022; WEI et al., 2023). As shown in
Tables 5, 6, a 1.25-fold and 1.5-fold increase in porosity resulted in
an average increase in b values by 14% and 22%, respectively.
Conversely, a 1.5-fold and 2-fold increase in barrier height led to
an average decrease in b values by 25% and 33%, respectively. These
findings suggest that the attenuation rate is more affected by barrier
height than porosity.

In summary, the coefficients a and b tend to decrease with
increasing barrier height and decreasing porosity, while they
generally increase with escalating wind velocity. We observed
that with an increase in barrier height and density, the quantity

of creeping sand transported within the barrier diminishes.
Simultaneously, the attenuation rate of the wind-blown sand flow
structure reduces. On the other hand, as the barrier configuration
becomes lower and sparser, the amount of creeping sand transport
within the barrier escalates, the attenuation rate increases, and sand
transportation shifts towards the ground layer. These observations
align with the results discussed earlier.

3.4 Laws of erosion and deposition within
barrier

Figure 10 illustrates the observed erosion and deposition
patterns in both the bare sand dune and the sand-obstacle
samples with varying configurations. The patterns of erosion and
deposition within different sand-obstacle configurations remain
consistent across wind velocities of 6.4 m/s, 7.3 m/s, and 9.7 m/s.
For the purposes of this study, the patterns at a wind velocity of
7.3 m/s were chosen for analysis. At different wind velocities, the
bare sand dunes exhibit surface wind erosion (as depicted in Figures

TABLE 4 Variation of the a coefficient with barrier height at various wind velocities.

Sand-obstacle
Configuration

6.4 m/s 7.3 m/s 9.7 m/s

a Value Decrease rate (%) a Value Decrease rate (%) a Value Decrease rate (%)

P40% H20 cm 0.016 — 0.080 — 0.121 —

H30 cm 0.012 25 0.034 58 0.024 80

H40 cm 0.011 31 0.021 74 0.019 84

P50% H20 cm 0.042 — 0.139 — 0.176 —

H30 cm 0.021 50 0.071 49 0.051 71

H40 cm 0.018 57 0.065 53 0.041 77

P60% H20 cm 0.064 — 0.196 — 0.225 —

H30 cm 0.037 42 0.103 47 0.103 54

H40 cm 0.028 56 0.093 53 0.074 67

TABLE 5 Variation of the b Coefficient with Porosity at Various Wind Velocities.

Sand-obstacle
Configuration

6.4 m/s 7.3 m/s 9.7 m/s

b Value Increase rate (%) b Value Increase rate (%) b Value Increase rate (%)

H20 cm P40% 0.208 — 0.222 0.256 —

P50% 0.210 1 0.245 10 0.277 8

P60% 0.212 2 0.259 17 0.299 17

H30 cm P40% 0.149 — 0.167 0.185 —

P50% 0.162 9 0.187 12 0.204 10

P60% 0.171 15 0.197 18 0.224 21

H40 cm P40% 0.126 — 0.129 — 0.150 —

P50% 0.146 16 0.179 39 0.181 21

P60% 0.162 29 0.188 46 0.201 34
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10A1–A3), with the depth of erosion amplifying with increased wind
velocity. Correspondingly, the intensity of wind erosion escalates
with stronger wind velocity. In contrast, the sand-obstacles show a
pattern of accumulation between barriers and erosion along their
lower edges. However, the overall erosion/deposition pattern within

the sand-obstacle tends to be in an accumulation state (Figures
10B1–B9).

In the sand-obstacle plot, the most pronounced accumulation
occurs between the first and second rows of sand-obstacles, with
accumulation decreasing as distance from the first row increases.

TABLE 6 Variation of the b-coefficient with barrier height at various wind velocities.

Sand-obstacle
Configuration

6.4 m/s 7.3 m/s 9.7 m/s

b Value Decrease rate (%) b Value Decrease rate (%) b Value Decrease rate (%)

P40% H20 cm 0.208 — 0.222 — 0.256 —

H30 cm 0.149 28 0.167 25 0.185 28

H40 cm 0.126 39 0.129 42 0.150 41

P50% H20 cm 0.210 — 0.245 — 0.277 —

H30 cm 0.162 23 0.187 24 0.204 26

H40 cm 0.146 30 0.179 27 0.181 35

P60% H20 cm 0.212 — 0.259 — 0.299 —

H30 cm 0.171 19 0.197 24 0.224 25

H40 cm 0.162 24 0.188 27 0.201 33

FIGURE 10
Variations in erosion and deposition patterns with sand-obstacle configurations. (A1–A3): The CK sample plots were under 6.4 m/s, 7.3 m/s, and
9.7 m/s wind speeds, respectively; (B1–B3): The sand barrier configurations were H20 cm-P40%, H20 cm-P0%, and H20 cm-P60%; (B4–B6): The sand
barrier configurations were H30 cm-P40%, H30 cm-P0%, and H30 cm-P60%. P60%; (B7–B9):The sand barrier configurations are H40 cm-P40%, H40
cm-P0%, H40 cm-P60%, respectively.
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Wind erosion predominantly takes place beneath the sand-obstacle,
along its lower edge. This phenomenon is most noticeable along the
lower edge of the first row of sand-obstacles and decreases in
intensity further into the barrier. Sand-obstacles with different
configurations exhibit varying blocking effects, resulting in
distinct patterns of erosion and deposition. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) reveals a statistically significant difference in the depth of
sand accumulation between the first and second rows of sand-
obstacles with heights of 30 cm and 40 cm, as well as between the
third and fourth rows (p < 0.005). Likewise, a significant difference is
observed within the 40% porosity sand-obstacle (p < 0.005).
However, no significant differences were detected in other sand-
obstacles. Prior research has demonstrated that sand-carrying
airflow is influenced by drag forces when it navigates through a
sparsely permeable sand-obstacle (KANG et al., 2015). The
magnitude of these forces inversely correlates with the barrier’s
permeability, which is a crucial determinant of the size and strength
of the eddies forming on the barrier’s downwind side (HAN Qingjie
et al., 2021). The drag force exerted by a sand-obstacle directly
correlates with the obstructed surface area, which expands with
higher barrier heights. As the obstructed airflow converges with the
upper airflow, the overall flow velocity reduces, causing the sand
particles in the wind-blown sand flow to settle near the surface,
forming a sand accumulation (LeeParkPark, 2002). Notably, sand
material’s accumulation position generally relies not merely on the
obstacle but within a certain range behind it. This is due to the
generation of vortices near the obstacle, causing a certain degree of
wind erosion (ZHANG et al., 2016). Moreover, the maximum
distance of sand accumulation behind the barrier increases with
the barrier’s increasing porosity (ZHANG et al., 2020).

Consequently, it can be inferred that the barrier height and
porosity substantially influence the location and morphology of
sand accumulation within a sand-obstacle. Sand-obstacles with a
height of 30 cm and 40 cm, as well as a 20 cm barrier with a 40%
porosity configuration, are effective in intercepting transiting sand
transport within the first three rows of sand-obstacles at the barrier
sample’s leading edge (Figures 10B1–B9). However, a lower and
sparser sand-obstacle intercepts less sand, and the remaining sand
material continues to accumulate behind. In contrast, sand-obstacles
of 30 cm and 40 cm heights show stronger sand interception effects,
causing undercutting at the lower edge of the barriers’ first row.

4 Discussion

Wind-blown sand movement, a process involving the
movement of air and solid particles near the surface, alternates
between the initiation of transport and accumulation. Moreover, this
movement pattern is intimately connected to the characteristics of
wind-blown sand flow near the surface. In scenarios of high airflow
and robust kinetic energy, the wind and sand flow tend towards an
unsaturated state, resulting in wind erosion. Conversely, an
accumulation state is observed (WANG et al., 2014). The vertical
sunflower straw sand-obstacle, as a permeable structure, allows a
part of the wind-blown sand flow to pass directly through gaps,
while the rest is attenuated by reduced kinetic energy upon barrier
interaction. Consequently, eddy currents form in front of the barrier,
causing most sand material to deposit there, with only a small

fraction crossing over the top (Dong et al., 2003; Dong et al., 2010;
Rui et al., 2010). Previous studies report that up to 90% of sand
transport in the sand drift region concentrates within a height of
20 cm (Dong and Qian, 2006; Dong et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2016).
However, our findings indicate that the 90% cumulative sediment
transport rate height for all nine sand-obstacle configurations
exceeds 20 cm. Moreover, a significant correlation (p < 0.05) is
found between the 50% and 70% cumulative sediment transport rate
height and both barrier height and porosity. Our results suggest that
taller and denser sand-obstacles are more effective in enhancing the
50% and 70% cumulative sediment transport rate heights. The sand-
obstacle significantly obstructs sand transport (p < 0.05) within its
zone at a height of 0–12 cm compared to bare sand dunes (Table 7).
Furthermore, as the distance from the ground increases, the sand
blocking effects decline, in other words, the lower layer of the sand-
obstacle blocks more sand transport, enhancing the relative
distribution height of the sand material content. The obstruction
by the sand-obstacle causes changes in the sand-laden wind in the
sandy area, producing significant interference with the wind-sand
flow structure. Thus, it can be asserted that the presence of sand-
obstacles in the sand drift region significantly alters the wind-blown
sand flow structure. The sand transport fluxes at different heights are
redistributed, the relative content of creeping sand material
decreases, and the content of saltation and suspended sand
material increases 6–9]. Meanwhile, Dong (Dong et al., 2002;
Dong et al., 2006) proposed that the increase in Saltation and
Suspended sand material will cause the structure of the sand-
laden wind to trend toward a three-parameter exponential
function rule. This is consistent with the results of the near-
surface wind-sand flow structure within 100 cm of the obstacle in
this paper, adhering to a three-parameter exponential function
distribution, and the fit improves when the barrier disturbance is
more pronounced, that is, when the barrier height is higher and the
porosity is lower.

The coefficients a and b in the three-parameter exponential
function utilized in this study are intimately connected to the
porosity and barrier height. When the sand-obstacle is configured
higher and denser, more sandmaterial transported through creeping
will be intercepted. Consequently, the 50% and 70% cumulative
sediment transport rate heights will show an upward trend, causing
the sand particle concentration’s attenuation degree to slow down
with height variation. The characterization of the attenuation rate in
the three-parameter exponential function will present a decreasing
trend, aligning with previous research findings (Duran and
Herrmann, 2006). As illustrated, the creeping sand transport rate
and attenuation rate in the wind-blown sand flow structure can
elucidate the basic characteristics of sand transport flux at varying
heights near the surface within differently configured sand-obstacles
(WANG et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2022).

Table 7 demonstrates that sand-obstacles with varying
configurations display sand prevention efficiencies ranging from
37.26% to 92.31%. These barriers effectively intercept near-surface
sand transport and demonstrate promising performance in sand
control. An increase in sand-obstacle height and a decrease in
porosity augment resistance to near-surface sand transport,
resulting in greater sediment deposition before the barrier. These
results align with previous research (WANG et al., 2008; Rui et al.,
2010; WANG et al., 2013; MENG et al., 2014; LIU et al., 2016). This
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study identified a significant difference in the sand transport rate
within a 20 cm barrier as compared to 30 cm and 40 cm barriers.
This can be attributed to the fact that the majority of the mass
transport of leaping sand is distributed within a height range of
0–20 cm (Ni et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2014). When the barrier height
is set at 20 cm, some sand material still manages to cross the barrier
due to the influence of updrafts. However, a 30 cm barrier height
approaches the height threshold for sand transport by leapfrogging,
which significantly reduces the mass of sand material crossing the
barrier. As a result, the difference in the sand transport rate within
30 cm and 40 cm barriers is not significant. Regression analysis
results (Table 8) show that within the 0–8 cm height range, porosity
has a more substantial impact on the sand prevention effect than
barrier height. However, within the 8–12 cm height range (or
higher), it can be seen that barrier height has a more
pronounced influence on the wind-blown sand flow than

porosity. This suggests that in desert areas, barrier height plays a
more significant role in controlling wind-blown sand flow compared
to porosity. In this study, the minimum height of the sand-obstacle is
set at 20 cm, where the bottom layer of 0–8 cm is dominated by the
impact of porosity on sand transport, while the effect of barrier
height within the 8–12 cm range (or higher) on sand transport is
more pronounced. This is the main reason why porosity impacts the
creeping sand transport rate more within the wind-blown sand flow
structure of the sand-obstacle, while barrier height affects the
attenuation rate more.

5 Conclusion

This study performed real-time observations on nine sand-
obstacle configurations established in the wind-blown sand

TABLE 7 Sand prevention effect at different heights above ground level within variously configured sand-obstacles.

Wind velocity (m/s) Height (cm) Sand-obstacle Configuration

1 (%) 2 (%) 3 (%) 4 (%) 5 (%) 6 (%) 7 (%) 8 (%) 9 (%)

6.4 0–2 84 61 42 86 76 60 87 80 60

2–4 73 57 38 88 78 62 93 80 66

4–6 73 56 46 94 87 76 95 89 62

6–8 77 65 52 86 79 62 88 76 67

8–10 78 61 56 88 73 62 90 74 62

10–12 69 66 56 93 84 69 94 88 59

7.3 0–2 73 52 47 71 62 63 85 77 67

2–4 63 45 34 82 76 60 91 86 71

4–6 64 42 38 70 61 42 84 75 54

6–8 57 46 36 76 66 45 79 80 47

8–10 59 47 37 78 67 41 84 72 56

10–12 48 31 34 53 45 33 60 55 45

9.7 0–2 50 28 47 62 49 50 77 57 53

2–4 31 29 21 40 33 36 60 57 46

4–6 36 40 35 40 61 36 54 72 45

6–8 41 31 36 62 52 48 77 57 51

8–10 16 12 15 43 36 32 61 51 56

10–12 18 14 17 42 33 30 78 60 42

TABLE 8 Absolute value of the standardized regression coefficient of barrier height and porosity in the regression equation.

Sand-obstacle
Parameter

a Value b Value Sand prevention effect

0–2 cm 2–4 cm 4–6 cm 6–8 cm 8–10 cm 10–12 cm

Porosity 0.549 0.316 0.744 0.804 0.636 0.747 0.531 0.294

Barrier Height 0.456 0.757 0.519 0.435 0.642 0.601 0.666 0.740
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observation field in the eastern sand drift region of the Ulan Buh
Desert under various wind conditions. The analysis indicated that
different sand-obstacles exert varying degrees of interception on
surface sand transport, and the wind-blown sand flow structure
inside the barriers is influenced by the sand-obstacle configuration.
The key findings are as follows:

(1) The sand transport rate significantly varies with porosity (p <
0.05). As porosity increases, the sand transport rate multiplies. A
notable difference in sand transport rate is observed between a
20 cm barrier height and 30 cm, 40 cm barrier heights (p < 0.05).
As the barrier height increases, the sand transport rate
decreases, and the rate of this decrease slows down when the
barrier height exceeds 30 cm.

(2) Sand-obstacles made of vertically aligned sunflower stalks,
under different configurations, can achieve sand prevention
effects ranging from 37.26% to 92.31%, effectively
intercepting sand material. High and dense barriers lead to
accumulation of intercepted sand material in front of the
barrier, while low and sparse barriers result in a lagged
accumulation distance for the sand material.

(3) With the increase in barrier height and the decrease in porosity,
the sand transport height within the barrier exhibits an upward
trend. Conversely, the opposite is true. The three-parameter
exponential function can fittingly represent the change in the
sand transport rate within a 1 m height range inside the sand-
obstacle, achieving a correlation coefficient (R2) of
0.869–0.997 and an AIC of −663.788~-345.087. (HE et al., 2012).
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